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A POISSON SUMMATIONFORMULAFOR INTEGRALS
OVER QUADRATICSURFACES
BY

ROBERT S. STRICHARTZ'
Abstract.
and

Let S(t) denote Lebesgue measure on the sphere of radius t > 0 in R",

Let P2A = SA.(0)+ 22^= | Sk( m ). Theorem. // ti is odd and j and k are nonnegative
integers withj + k = (n — l)/2, then the Fourier transform of P"S.¡ is (2w)J~kPzZk.
There is an analogous, although slightly different, identity involving integrals over
hyperboloids in odd dimensions. These results were inspired by recent work of M.
Vergne.

1. Introduction.
2œoo/(w)

where/(v)

The Poisson summation
= Jcoxe2,ïï'xyf(x)dx

formula is the identity

for/E

S(R'),

l^xf(m)

which is equivalent

=

to the

statement that the tempered distribution '2™o08(x — m) is equal to its own Fourier
transform. Quite recently, Michèle Vergne [4] has discovered some striking generalizations of this identity, motivated by the theory of representations of semisimple
Lie groups. For example, in connection with the rotation group 50(3), she proves

(11) ^>+1}ih{s{m)-v)^{s{m--M^i<f))
for all <pE S(R3) where S(r) denotes the Lebesgue measure on the sphere of radius r
inR3.
Inspired by this result, we have found a number of identities in which a
distribution supported on a union of lower-dimensional submanifolds of R" has a
Fourier

transform

with

similar

support.

We propose

calling

any such identity

a

Poisson summation formula. While we do not have any particular applications in
mind, we believe that the simplicity and elegance of these identities makes them
worthy of attention.
The basic method for deriving such identities is extremely simple. First note that
the original Poisson summation formula applied to even functions is equivalent to
the identity

(1.2)

/•°°
/ f(r)dr+2^

Jo

¡0. /■»
1
f(r) cos2irmrdr = -/(0)
x Jo

z

°°
+ ^f(m).
i
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It is not necessary for / to belong to § for this to hold; it suffices for / and /' to be
continuous and rapidly decreasing for example, and we shall need this in the proof
of Theorem 2 below. Now if T(t) and S(t) are two families of distributions in R"
that are related by an identity

(1.3)

lXt)'=cf°S(r)cos2irrtdr,
Jo

then we may substitute/(r)

= (S(r), <p) for q? E S(R") into (1.2) to obtain

S(0) + 22S(m)\ = c'\T(0) + 22T(m)
i
/
\
i
where c' = 2/c. Thus, modulo technical details, any identity of the form (1.3), where
T(t) and S(t) have support on lower-dimensional submanifolds, automatically leads
to a Poisson summation formula of the form (1.4). We also note that the variant of

(1.2),
(1.2')

/ f(r)dr+22(-i)"'

J0

1

0

f(r) cos27rmrdr = ^f[ m -1

\

Z

which is obtained by applying the original Poisson summation formula to f(x — {-),
leads to the variant

(1.4')

í[22s(m-^=c'í[T(0)

+ 2h-VmT(m)]j.

It turns out that relations of the form (1.3) are fairly common in odd-dimensional
spaces. We give some examples involving distributions supported on spheres in §2
and on hyperboloids in §3. Undoubtedly more examples await discovery. Our
identities

overlap with Vergne's only in the case of SO(3) cited above.

We are grateful to Michèle Vergne for bringing her work to our attention and
suggesting this line of investigation.
2. Integrals over spheres. Let n be an odd integer, n ¥= 1 to avoid triviality. For
cp E S(R") let <p(y) = S\r e2"'xy<p(x) dx. Define S(r) to be Lebesgue measure on the
sphere of radius r; thus we have the polar coordinates formula

(2.1)

<p(x)dx =

(S(r),<p)dr.

We also define Sk(t) = (■§-,
\)kS(t), a distribution supported on the sphere of radius
t. For k *£ (n — l)/2 we may also take 5^(0) = lim^o Sk(t). In fact it is easy to

show Sk(0) = 0 for 0 «=k < (n - 3)/2, while S(„_,)/2(0) = 2(277)<"-|>/2ó\ Now it is
well known that the Fourier transforms of Sk(t) are expressible in terms of Bessel
functions, and it is not difficult to cast this in the form (1.3).
Lemma 1. Let j, k be nonnegative integers withj + k = (n — l)/2.
._

(2.2)

(Sk(t),<p)=

- /-00

2(2<n)k J

.

.

(SJ(r),<p)cos2trtrdr

for any cp£ S(R").
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Proof. We begin with the well-known Fourier transform formula

(S(t), <p) = 2-ut"/2f\ x r_"/2^„/2-i(27ri | x \)<p(x) dx
(see [2, p. 154]) from which we obtain

(2.3)

(Sk(t), <p) = (2tt)*+ W2-* f\ x \k+^2Jn/2-x-k(2nt
J

| x |)<p(x) dx

= (2^)k + lt"/2-krr^-"/2Jn/2_x_k(2,tr)(S(r),q})

dr

using the recursion relation for the Bessel functions ijj(taJa(t)) = taJa_x(t) and the
polar coordinates formula. Notice that this is (2.2) when k — (n — l)/2 since
J-x/2(t) = vJ ?~1/2cosi. For the general case we integrate by parts/ times on the
right in (2.3), using the recursion relation i,(CaJa(t))
= -t~"Ja+x(t), and note that
no boundary terms arise because CaJa(t) is bounded as t -* 0.

Theorem 1. Let PJ,k = Sk(0) + 22^=, Sk(m). Then

(2-4)

(P2,) = (2*y-kP2k

ifj + k = (n— l)/2,7,

k nonnegative integers. More explicitly, ¿ftp G S(R") then

00

00

(2.5)

2(5(m),m)=<p(0)+2(2^)(,"")/2(5(„_1)/2(m),<p)
i
i
while if\ <j<(n3)/2 then
00

(2.6)

00

l(SJ(m),cp)^(2try-k2(Sk(m),^).
i

l

In particular, ifn = 1 mod 4 then

(2-7)

oo

oo

'2(S(„-])/4(m),(P)=
i

2(S(n-X)/4(m),<p).
i

We also have

(2.8) Í(s(*!-^),<p)=<p(0)+

S(2^)(,-">/2(-l)",(5(„-1)/2(m),<p).

Proof. Since (l/r"_1)(S(/"),
<p) is C°° at r = 0 and may be extended to be even
in r, since « is odd, it follows that for y < (n — l)/2, (SAr), <p) extended to be even
in r is in S(R'), so that we may substitute f(r) = (S,(r), <p) in (1.2). The identity
that results from Lemma 1 is then (2.4). To obtain (2.8) we use (1.2') and Lemma 1.

Corollary

(2.9)

l.IftpE

S(R") and (¡phas support in the unit ball then

<p(0)=!(S(m),$>=Í(s(«-
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If the support of<p is contained in \x\^

\ then

(2.10) <p(x)= ï(S(m),e-2^^(0)=

f (s(m - j), e^*

"«\pU)

i

/or ail | x

2-

Proof. These local Fourier inversion formulas are obtained from (2.5) with q>in
place of <p, since all but the first term on the right vanish. We obtain (2.10) by
applying (2.9) to a translate of <p.
Corollary

2. Let g(x) = (sin(7r | x \)/n \ x |)("~ "/2. Then
00

/

1 \

9(0) + 2(-l)«"-W(2vf-«"(!L^)\m*-"(S(m)t9)
(2.11)
00

= 2<S(m),(CT)*)
i
and

rp(0)+Í(-l)m("+,)/2(27r)(,-")/2(^)!W1-«(5(m),cp)

(2.12)

= 2 (s(*-¿),(**>)")■
Proof. If we substitute (g<p) for <pin (2.5) we obtain
OO

00

l(S(m),(g(pr)=g(0)(p(0)+^(2,f-")/2(S(n_X)/2(m),g^.
i
Now,
/o

,

x

\

M

<X-,)/2(m),g<p)=(-7)

l\("",)/2/sinwi\(n-1)/2/o,

(-^-)

.

Xl

(5(0,<P>L=m.

Since each factor sin trt vanishes at t = m we will only get a nonzero contribution
each derivative is applied to a sin ■ntfactor. Thus
/ 3

1 \<"-1)/2/sin77M("~1)/2/e/

n

\,

= (^i)!/'-(oo.«)<"-,^<S(0,9>U

= (iLyI)!(-ir<"",)/V-"(5(m),<P>
so we obtain (2.11). Similarly (2.12) follows from (2.8).
Note that (2.12) for n = 3 is the identity (1.1) of Vergne.
3. Integrals over hyperboloids.

Let Q be the nondegenerate

Q(x,x)=

ixfi=l

I

x2

i=p+\
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on R", and set q = n —p. We will assume n is odd, and to be specific take p even
and q odd, p ¥= 0, so we are in the indefinite case. The level sets of Q form two
families of hyperboloids, Q = r2 and Q = -r2, and the cone 0 = 0. Each of these
sets carries a natural measure which can be described simply in local coordinates as
(dxx.. .dxj.. .dxn)/\ Xj | in a neighborhood where Xj ¥= 0, and Xj is a function of the
other variables obtained by solving the equation Q(x, x) = constant. We denote this
measure by H+(r) for the Q(x, x) = r2 hyperboloids, H (r) for the Q(x, x) =
-r2 hyperboloids, and H(0) for the Q(x, x) = 0 cone. Note that these are infinite
positive measures and as distributions are tempered. They can be uniquely
characterized, up to a constant multiple, in any one of three ways: (1) as the limit in
the distribution sense of <pe(Q(x, x)) where q^E^R1)
approximates the delta
function at ±r2; (2) as the invariant measure under the transitive action of the
pseudo-orthogonal group 0(p,q); (3) as the measure determined by the possibly
indefinite Riemannian metric inherited from the indefinite Riemannian metric
Q(x, x) on the ambient space R". The reader should be careful to note that this is a
different measure than the usual surface integral which is determined from the
definite Riemannian metric inherited from the x ■x Euclidean metric on R".
We note that with the normalization we have chosen, H(0) is the limit of H ±(r) as
r -» 0. Also we have the "polar" coordinates formula

(3.1)

/

<p(x)dx=

JQ(x,x)>0

[

(H+(r),<p)rdr.

J0

Note that this is not the exact analogue of (2.1). We define H¿(r)

= 0 j-r)kH+(r).

Again this differs from the definition of Sk(r).
Lemma 2. Let k < (n - 3)/2 and <pE S(R"). Then (Hk(r), <p), extended to be an
even function in r, is Cx and, together with its derivative, rapidly decreasing. In
particular, (Hk(0), <p)= limr^0(FT^(r), <p) exists and defines a distribution supported
on the cone.
Proof. These facts are most easily seen by expressing H(r) in terms of bipolar
coordinates. Let u E Sp~l and v E Sq~~\ s > 0, t > 0 coordinatize the point x =
(su, tv). A simple computation shows

<H+(r),«p>

= Í

(

Jsp-iJs,-iJ0

r<p{fir^«>to)(t2
v

+ r2fP~2)/2<''~ldtd°áu.

The expression on the right is already an even function of r E R, and is clearly C°°
for r ¥= 0 and rapidly decreasing as r -> oo. We need to examine the behavior of this
function near r = 0. It is clearly continuous, and

(H(0),<p)= Jcp—
f 1 Jfçq~ I Jf\r<p(tu,tv)tn~2dtdvdu.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Now we compute

i a (H+(r),<p)
= 'S"''
f

Í

JS"~'

CUP - 2)«p(A2
+ t2u,tv)(t2+ r2)(p-*yit«-

J0

+ (u ■ v)<p(f2~Tt2u,

tv)(t2 + r2)(p~i)/2t«-{) dtdvdu.

Hence by induction

(BÍ(rU)=Íf

J

j=0Js<'-lJsi-'

rCj(u-v)J^r2v

+ t2u,tv);

Jo

• (t2 + r2)(p-2-2k+j)/2t«-]

dtdvdu

for certain constants Cj. As long as k *£ (n — 3)/2 we can take the limit as r -> 0 to
get

(Hk(0),<p)=

2

/

/

ciu-vy^tu^vy^-2^/2

dtdvdu

since the power of / is nonnegative. Finally note that differentiating j-r(Hk(r), <p)
will produce additional factors of the form r/ vV2 + t2 which are bounded uniformly, so \imr^0j-r(Hk(r),
<p)= 0 by the dominated convergence theorem.

Lemma 3. Letj, k be nonnegative integers such thatj + k = (n — 3)/2. Then

(3.3)

(//,+ (0,<p)=(-l)(^"/22(2^)^7o00(JfF,+

('-),<p)cos27r/-/^

for all <pE S(R"), andt^O.
Proof. The computation of Fourier transforms of distributions which are functions of Q(x, x) has been carried out by the author in [3] based on ideas from
Gelfand and Shilov [1]. From Theorem 1 of [3] we have the identity

(f(Q(x,x)),4>)
(3-4)

= -2^sinf9/o"'{Y(n_2)/2(2ntQ(x, xy/2)Q(x, x)T")/4 ,<p)f(t)tn/1 dt

for / E S(R') with support in t > 0 and <pE S(R"). Here we use the notation

Q(x,x)
and Y denotes the
have adjusted this
different definition
of Q(x, y) in place

each variable).

x_

Q(x,x) A
[0

if Q(x,x)>0,
if ô(oc, jc) <0,

Neumann function (N in Russian translations such as [1]). We
identity by appropriate factors of 2m to take into account the
of the Fourier transform in [3], namely, fe'Q(^x'y)(p(x)dx (the use
of x • y does not result in any change because Q(x, y) is even in

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Since the index (n — 2)/2 is half-integral for n odd, we can replace the Neumann
function by a Bessel function, F(„_2)/2 = (-1)*"~l)/2J(2-„)/2- By taking / to approximate the delta function at / and comparing with (3.1) we obtain

(H+(t),<p)

(3'5)

= -2»(-l)"V-*/a

(J(2_n)/2(2mtQ(x,x)i/2)Q(x, x)T")/4 , »>.

Unfortunately, except for the case when n — 3, the distribution

J^n)/2(2mtQ(x,x)l/2)Q(x,xf+-")/4
is not given by a locally integrable function, and must be defined by a process of
regularization or analytic continuation. Were it not for this fact, we could easily
complete the proof by writing

(HHt),,p)=^(-iy/2t^^2r(H+(r),(p)j(2^)/2(2-trrty'-^2dr,
differentiating
(H¿

to obtain
({),$)=

(-l)p/2+k+\2v)k+[t<"-2)/2+k
/•OC

■
(H+ (r), <p)Jk+{2-„)/2(2,rrt)rk
Jo

+ 2-"/2 dr

and then integrating by parts j times to obtain (3.3). This argument is in fact
perfectly valid as long as <pvanishes in a neighborhood of the cone; but this is not a
restriction we wish to make, so we must take a more roundabout route.
An examination of the proof of Theorem 1 in [3] reveals that (3.5) is really an
abbreviation for the identity

(H+ (t), «p>=-2„(-ir/2
(35,)

2

¿;u

ll=vp\T(p

'—t^(2-")/2+2'
+ 2-n/2)

■(Q(x,xf+-n)/2+\U\)
where D = Q(~h,~h) and v is chosen large enough that all the functions
Q(x, x){l~n)/2+,i are locally integrable (v = (n - l)/2 will do). We also note the

identity (equation (2.2) of [3])
(3-6)

U>Q(x,x)\

for all A> v-

= a(v,X)Q(x,x)X+-v

1 where a(v, X)"1 = 2V(X+ 1) ■■■(X + v)(n + 2X) ■■■(n + 2X +

2><— 2). If we were to formally integrate by parts in (3.5') using (3.6) then we would
obtain (3.5) in series form; but the restriction X > v — 1 for (3.6) to hold prohibits
doing this for all terms unless we extend the definition of Q(x, xy\ as a distribution
by analytic continuation using (3.6).
Next let us differentiate (3.5'), applying (j £)* to the right side, to obtain

(#+(o,«p)=-2W(-i)>/2!

(3.7)

(-\y+k(p + D---(p + k)—
fi0(p + v + k)\Y(2-n/2 + p + v + k)

.2«lr(2-«)/2+2^+2r+2t^ß(JCf

x)(2-n)/2+„+,+*

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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where we have changed the index of summation. In order to effect the integration by
parts on the right side we observe first that if Re À > -1 we have, for/ < (n — 3)/2,

(Q(x,x)\,<p)=rr2^{H+(r),<p)dr

(3'8)

i-iV
=-—(2A + 2)---

(r) œ) dr
(2X + 2j)J0Í r2X+2J+](H+
K J {r,''P/ar'

the integration by parts being justified by Lemma 2, and no boundary terms arising
since Re X > -1. Thus if Re À > v — 1 we can write

[Q(x, x)\ , D>) = a(v, X)(Q(x, x)\",

<p),

hence by (3.8),
.

.

/nl
^
(Q(X,X)+
v

n- \-_(-l)ya(r,
A)_
, D <P)-JT7'
(2A- 2j7 + 2)>-7TT••• (2A-2J7

+ 2j)..

■¡°°r2X-2>+2J+l(HJ+(r),<p)dr.

But both sides of (3.9) are analytic functions of A in the half-plane Re A > v — 1 —j
except for certain integer values, for / < (n — 3)/2. Thus by analytic continuation (3.9) continues to hold for these values of A. In particular, if j + k —
(n — 3)/2, the value A = (2 — n)/2 + p + v + k, for p a nonnegative integer, is
half-integral and satisfies A > v — 1 —/, so we may use (3.9) on the right side of

(3.7) to obtain
oo

(3.10)

(itf(0,9>=

œ

2cJ
n=o

r2^(H;(r),<p)dr
°

where, after considerable simplification, we find

*-(-l)

2(2»)

(2i0,

-

Thus we have the cosine power series, which we can interchange with the integral to

obtain (3.3).

Theorem 2. Let F2¿ = Hk(0) + 22~=1 #*+ (m). Then

(3.11)

(F2+ )"= (-\)(q-xy\2ir)k~JP^

if j and k are nonnegative integers with j + k = (n — 3)/2. In particular,

if n = 3

mod 4, then

(pK-^ï=(-^"'u/2pK3)/4-

Proof. Lemma 2 justifies substituting f(r) = (Hk (r), <p) in (1.2), and then
Lemma 3 gives (3.11).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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In general there do not appear to be analogous identities for the distributions
H~(m). However, when q = 1, there is a substitute result. In that case the hyperboloids Q(x, x) = -w2 divide into two connected sheets depending on the sign of
xn, and the same is true for the cone Q(x, x) = 0 with the origin deleted. Let us
denote by Sgn H(t) the distribution sgnxnH~ (t), and similarly Sgn H(0) =
sgnxnH(0). We set Sgn Hk(t) - (\ ^)*Sgn H(t). In terms of bipolar coordinates

(S'-'is

±1)

(SgnH(r), <p)= fp ifX(<p{tu,f2~+t2)- <p(tu,-f2~Tt2))
■(r2 + t2y'/2tP~,dtdu,

so the analogue of Lemma 2 holds with essentially the same proof. The methods of
[3] are again available for computing the Fourier transforms of Sgn Hk(r), because
sgn x„ = sgn Q(x, £) in the region Q(x, x) < 0 (and a.e. on Q(x, x) = 0) for
£ = (0,...,0,1,-1),
and sgn<2(x, £) is a homogeneous wave of degree 0 and odd
parity. We also note that since these are odd functions we must adjust the formulas
in [3] by a minus sign to account for the e'Qix'y) in the definition of the Fourier
transform used there. From Theorem 1 of [3], with a = 0, e = 1, we deduce the

analogue of (3.5)

(Sgn #(/),*)
= 2^<«-2)/2

(Jl2-n)/2{2«t

| Q(x, x) |'/2)sgn

x„Q(x,

x)(2-n)/"

, <p).

From this we obtain by the same reasoning as in Lemma 3, the analogue of (3.3)

(Sgn Hk(t), <p) = (-1)("^3>/2/2(2t, )^yy°°(Sgn

Hj(r), <p)cos2irrt dr.

Thus we obtain

Theorem 3. Let P2k = Sgn Hk(0) + 22™=x Sgn Hk(m). Then
(3.12)

(P-Ek )'= (-lf~W2i(2m)k~jP^y

if j and k are nonnegative integers with j + k = (n — 3)/2.

In particular,

if n = 3

mod 4, then
\P*(n-3)/4)

= (~U

" ^"(n-3)/4-

Finally, if n is even, while there do not appear to be any analogous identities
involving integrals over hyperboloids, there are simpler identities involving the cone.
Theorem

j + k = (n-

(3.13)

4. // p and q are even, and j, k are nonnegative integers such that

4)/2, then

HM=

(-iy/2(2m)k-JHj(0).

If p is odd and q = 1, withj + k = (n —4)/2 as before, then
(3.14)

Sgn Hk(0)'= (-l)('-I)/2/(2»)*-'Sgn

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Proof. We consider the expression (Q(x, x)x+ , <p) for tp E S(R") as an analytic
function in A in the half-space Re A > -1. We wish to show that it admits a
meromorphic continuation into Re A > =£, and

(3.15)

(H/0),

<p)= 2>+I/!x=Res_i (q(x, x)\ ,<p)

for/ < (n — 4)/2. (See Gelfand and Shilov [1] for the meromorphic continuation to
the entire complex plane and a different computation of the residues.) Indeed we
have

(Q(x,x)\

,<p)= T (H+ (r),<p)r2X^ dr

for Re A > -1, hence by integration by parts

(Q(x,x)+
(3.16)

,<p)
/

i \j

i

= (-2)(x+1)-(x+y)/.

oc

eri'U)r»»>*>*.

the integral being convergent for/ < (n ~ 4)/2 by the proof of Lemma 2. But the
integral on the right side is analytic in Re A > —j — 1 and can be meromorphically

continued to Re A > —j — 2 by
fX(H;(r),(p)r2Á

+2J+]dr = fX(H;(r),<p)r2X+2J+]dr

+ f{(H;(r),<p)~(HJ(0),<p))r2X+2^dr

from which we read off

Res

r(H/(r),cp)r2X+2^Ur

= \(Hm,<p).

Substituting this into the right side of (3.16) we obtain (3.15).
However, for p even, we have

(q(x,x)x+

(3'17)

,$)=

-tt-2X^-"/2t(x+

i)t(x

+ ^)

.su^(x+q-)(Q(x,xy+X-"/2,<?)

(see [3, Lemma 2]). Let us take the residue at A = -k — 1 of both sides of this
identity between meromorphic functions. Note that -A — f = -j — 1, and the product T(A + I)sin7j-(A + f) is regular at A = -k - 1 with value (-\)q/2+xir/k\
since q
is even, hence we obtain

which simplifies to (3.13).
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The proof of (3.14) is similar; in place of (3.15) we have

(SgnHJ(0),<p)=V+]j\

Res

(sgn xnQ(x, x)t , <p)

and in place of (3.17) we have
(sgnxnQ(x,x)X-

,<p)=-iv-2X-i-"/2T(X+

•r[A -r-^jsinwi

\)

A+ P 2

UsgnxnQ(x,

x)t , <p).
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